We Create the Next
Generation Batteries with
Smart 3D Architecture

Powering the future

Addionics develops smart 3D electrodes revolutionizing the energy storage industry. 

Using our solution we are able to enhance the capacity, power, safety, charging time, life-time and
the cost of batteries, , while enabling reduction in the size and weight of the battery

. 

While most companies seek to improve batteries by focusing on chemistry - we focus on physics.
This uniquely enables us to improve any kind of chemistry in the market. 

Our core IP for developing the smart 3D structures is augmented with an AI-based structure
optimization algorithm that can predict and determine the best structure for a given application. All of
those factors help us improve battery performance dramatically.

Delivering Better Performance

50% Reduction
in charging time

Double
accessible capacity

100% Increase
in Lifetime

15% Lower
cost of ownership

cost-effective sustainable solution

Drop in solution

Chemistry agnostic

Existing factories
Compatible

Improve any battery
chemistry

Safer

Sustainable

Improved mechanical
stability

Less creation of waste

Beneficial for a Variety of Applications

Electric Vehicles

Drones

Medical devices

Smartphones
& Laptops

Aerospace

Consumer Electronics

Technology
Addionics provides specialized improved rechargeable batteries by redesigning their architecture
using a patent-protected, cost effective, scalable, metal fabrication manufacturing process methods.
Our novel smart 3D electrodes support greater loading of active material enabling higher energy
density, while minimizing the internal resistance and improving mechanical longevity, thermal stability
and other fundamental limitations that affect degradation in standard batteries. Using our technology
we are able to achieve significant step-change in the performance of all key battery characteristics
simultaneously. Our mission is to design and build the best battery architecture in the market.

Addionics’ unique
manufacturing process

In house, smart 3D

current collectors

World’s first LiB pouch
cell battery with smart
3D architecture

Battery module and
pack

Commercial r
 ecognition

Partner to jointly develop a
high performance new
standard battery for the
Automotive industry

Selected by Shell as one of
7 most promising new
energy start-ups in Europe

Recipient of the Horizon 2020
Grant of $2.3M - “ The innovation

Selected by Intel as one of
9 most promising startups
in Israel Intel Ignite

is disruptive and potentially a
game-changer in the energy
storage market”

Won Bosch DNA Nxt Startup
Alliance as top engagement
company to develop a
business collaboration



Joint-development of the next
generation Solid-State
batteries. Suppurted by the
Bird Foundation

Email info@addionics.com

“Changing cell architecture can

meaningfully improve the
performance of lithium batteries.

Listed in IHS Markit report
for next-generation battery
technology

Website www.addionics.com

